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A misread map, a sudden storm, a forgotten headlamp—and suddenly a leisurely hike turns

into a treacherous endeavor. In the past decade, inexpensive but sophisticated navigation

devices and mobile phones have led to alarming levels of overconfidence on the trail. Adding to

this worrisome trend, the increasing popularity of ventures into mountainous terrain has led

hikers seeking solitude—or an adrenaline rush—into increasingly remote or risky forays. Sandy

Stott, the “Accidents” editor at the journal of the Appalachian Mountain Club, delivers both a

history and a celebration of the search and rescue workers who save countless lives in the

White Mountains—along with a plea for us not to take their steadfastness and bravery for

granted. Filled with tales of astonishing courage and sobering tragedy, Critical Hours will

appeal to outdoor enthusiasts and armchair adventurers alike.

If You Want Adventure Guided by an Insider - Outside Online Best Books for Spring

2018'Critical Hours: Search and Rescue in the White Mountains' by Sandy Stott"It may come

as no surprise that mishaps and rescues in New Hampshire's dangerous White Mountains

could fill a book. Sandy Stott, "accidents" editor at the Appalachian Mountain Club's journal

Appalachia, has done just that with this collection of dozens of search and rescue stories from

the area. But don't expect a salacious series of horror stories. Stott focuses on the heroism of

SAR workers and what these incidents can teach us about staying safe in the mountains." -

Outside Onlineoutsideonline.com/2296021/new-books-spring-2018 --This text refers to the

paperback edition.Review“You need this book whether you’re a White Mountains veteran or

someone slinging on a pack for the first time. Stott’s wise and urbane writing on the search and

rescue culture has us compulsively reading these narratives of (mostly) loss, and of those who

rescue us from our own misjudgments. Here’s the last word in staying safe and self-aware in

the mountains. Add this book to your ten essentials as required reading!” (Laura Waterman,

author of Forest and Crag: A History of Hiking, Trail Blazing, and Adventure in the Northeast

Mountains) --This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorSANDY STOTT is a

former editor of Appalachian Mountain Club’s journal Appalachia, a longtime English teacher,

and a lifelong wanderer in the White Mountains. --This text refers to the paperback

edition.Read more
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abbreviations.AMCAppalachian Mountain ClubAVSARAndroscoggin Valley Search and
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TeamWMSRTWhite Mountain Swiftwater Rescue TeamA NOTE ON NAMESA note about

people’s names: In discussing incidents that have been highly publicized, I have used full

names. In other instances, where the incident was little reported, I have used the convention

we use in the Appalachian Mountain Club’s semiannual journal Appalachia, where I write a

column on White Mountain accidents and their lessons. There, we offer a degree of anonymity

by using only a first name and last initial.INTRODUCTION“It’s not as hard as you think . . . most

mountain travelers want to help, and the more experienced they are, the more willing to help. I



just ask people, and damned few ever turn me down. . . . That’s the way it is with most of the

people that work and hike around these hills. If someone is in trouble, they all want to

help.”WILLIAM LOWELL PUTNAMJoe Dodge: “One New Hampshire Institution”A MomentHigh

on the ridges above Pinkham Notch, the sun slips down, and the fog thickens; the rocks glisten

wanly. You are late. What had seemed a friendly upland world now offers faint menace. Time to

hurry. You look up, away from the trail, into the future; that’s when it happens. You miss the

small shelf of rock by an inch, your toe slips down, and you follow. The landing, emphasized by

your thirty-pound pack, jars. You hear the twig-snapping sound, and, even before you roll to

test it, even before pain’s announcement, you know you’ve broken your ankle.You look up, then

around . . . into absence. The hut you left a couple of hours ago is now numbingly distant; even

the relative shelter of the woods is far away over this jumbled rock. Reluctantly (or, perhaps,

hurriedly) you pull your pack around in front and dig into its pocket for your phone. You press

911, and—happiness—you get a voice. “How can we help?” you hear. “I’ve broken my ankle,”

you say. “I’m on Mount Washington. It’s getting dark.” You draw a breath and wait. Nothing. You

look at your screen; it reads, Call dropped. “No,” you say aloud. “No!” You try again—nothing—

and again. No service. “No!”Did they get what you said? Are they coming? Will they find you?

You pull clothes from your pack and begin to wait. Meanwhile, down below, the 911 operator

has received enough information from your call to make the next call. She contacts the state

police, and they in turn call New Hampshire Fish and Game, where their dispatcher records

what little they know: the time of your call, your reported injury, your phone number, the

coordinates of your call (which may or may not be spot on). The next call goes to Conservation

Officer Mark Ober. Ober is on his way home after a day of providing directions for and, on

occasion, managing the accidents of ATV drivers from Jericho State Park; he’s tired and ready

for day’s end. “Really?” he says aloud to his phone’s ringtone. “Really?”Yes, really. Ober sighs,

answers, notes down what’s known of you and your plight. He tries your phone, gets nothing.

Then he begins a series of further calls. He calls Mount Washington State Park atop the

mountain and asks if they can send someone down to check the area of your reported

coordinates. Maybe, he thinks, I’ll get lucky and Mike Pelchat will still be up there. It sounds like

a carryout, so he’ll need at least twelve people, preferably eighteen or more, so folks can rotate

their carrying time as they negotiate the unevenness and obstacles beside the trail. Soon, he’s

got two more conservation officers (COs) and eight volunteers from Androscoggin Valley

Search and Rescue (AVSAR), all headed for the Auto Road, where they can be driven in vans

to a point closest to your coordinates. He calls the Appalachian Mountain Club (AMC), where

he’ll set up his command post and, he hopes, get more volunteers. He calls Mountain Rescue

Service (MRS) and asks that they stand by. The coordinates he has from the phone call

suggest you may have fallen in Tuckerman Ravine; maybe he’ll need high-angle help from their

technical climbers. A cold front has been forecast. The ridges above 4,000 feet may see a first

dusting of snow. The cold will make time a factor, with the night stretching out before him.And

you? No one’s come along the trail in this foggy dusk. You’ve tried crawling—no go—and so

you’ve pulled out all your clothes and packed yourself down as much as possible in the rocks.

The cold seems denser. Still no service. You will have to wait in night’s room, amid its absences

and visions. You hope with an urgency near prayer that they will find you.>Every walk, run, or

climb takes you near such an edge. And every mountain wanderer who is lucid about that

upland life knows that it is lived conditionally. That, whatever your age, even as you have

always returned from upland trails, there is the chance you will not. That each time you step

away from the everyday into the mountains, you are bound for the edge of elsewhere.One

August Day: It Could Be You—This Time It’s MeI’ve never been rescued. But that doesn’t mean



I haven’t been close, lying in my imagination by a trail, hoping for a string of bobbing

headlamps. Or moored to a tree, hoping to see a rope drop into view, followed by the

scrabbling sound of descending feet. I have a number of instances to choose among. And each

time I write about another’s troubles along this edge, I imagine myself there, take up residence

with that other. Here, then, in the spirit of going out, is one day from a life of walking and

climbing mountains. Perhaps you can imagine your way into this day and match it with one of

your own.I’m a cautious sort when it comes to lightning and cloudbursts in general, and a good

measure of that caution comes from a lifelong fascination with all things weather. Well before

the advent of easy access to weather radar, I’d tuned my reading of clouds and wind to

become an accurate short-term forecaster and okay at twenty-four-hour predictions. Wherever

our family happened to be, my father and I competed in reading the sky. “That cloud’s all show,”

he’d say of a gray ridge-grazer, and then we’d see. I learned to look to the sky as often as I

looked to the ground. In my preferred landscape, the mountains, I kept close tabs on whatever

slice of sky I could see and counted on surprise from behind peaks and ridges. I didn’t get

caught out often when hail battered a ridge or some divinity began to play with electricity. And

when I did get caught, I knew how to minimize the chances of ending up in various accident

reports.Still, on August 2, 2011, I got surprised during a traverse of New Hampshire’s narrow

and windswept Franconia Ridge, when a thunderstorm appeared, hugged an imaginary curve

in its track over Cannon Mountain, and turned my way.The day began as good mountain days

do: early with coffee in a half-tone darkness. My first glance at the lightening sky and our home

mountain’s profile joined the cool air to say, “This could be a good ridge day.” One of thousands

for whom the Franconia Ridge is a version of a best mountain day, I’d been away from its

weathered crest for nearly five years, the longest absence since I’d first climbed over its

primary peak, Mount Lafayette, as an eleven-year-old. The caffeine-jazzed drive north from

Alexandria took a little over an hour, and pulling into the trailhead parking for Liberty Spring

while raindrops slapped my windshield offered only mild annoyance. The forecast was good,

and the blue to the west didn’t look like a “sucker hole.” I was walking by 7:00 a.m.The forest

canopy shook off its drops like a dog after a swim, and I went up in the cool early air. One of

the ridge’s attractions is its one big climb that earns a whole day of easier walking sprinkled

with short ups and downs; work early, wander late, could be its motto. I cruised by Liberty

Spring campsite, nodding to those about their breakfasts, and reached the ridge, opting to skip

the oft-visited eyetooth of Mount Liberty in favor of the high ground to the north. Sun tiger-

striped the woods, and the mosses gave them a velvet appeal. A cloud brought back the earlier

gray morning, but it left for the deeper Pemigewasset Wilderness to my east, and I ambled

north in the little trees.The uptick before Little Haystack got me sweating again, and it offered

the first views of the two southern pyramids, Flume and Liberty. At that point, I noted some

haze in the air between us. Then, I popped up above tree line, pausing to look east to the

Bonds and Carrigain and at the blue ridges beyond. “Yes,” I said aloud, “there’s more water in

the air than I thought there’d be.” A glance west ratified this: a lid of clouds lay over the flattish

country northwest of Cannon Mountain, and a few skirts of rain trailed beneath. “Okay, I’ll

watch those guys,” I said to myself and the white-throated sparrow whose song has always

meant mountains to me.For nearly two miles between Little Haystack and the ridge’s big dog,

Mount Lafayette, the Franconia Ridge is a mountain ambler’s paradise. From the south the

terrain trends upward, but there are no extended climbs, and there are a number of level

stretches where the flat-rocked path let’s you saunter along in the sky. At an average elevation

of 5,000 feet, the ridge rises a steep 2,000 or more feet above the surrounding territory, and

the winds and fierce climate permit only a few patches of scrub trees on the east side near the



ridgeline. Called in some guides a knife-edge, the ridge is a dull blade, with only a handful of

spots where it narrows to a body’s length. Still, its walkers are of equal parts air and earth, and

the whole rumpled quilt of the White Mountains is clear and wild to the east.The Franconia

Ridge as seen from Mount Moosilauke on a best day. Photo by author.And so on a fine August

day, I knew I’d have lots of company, and moments of passing fellow walkers would yield a

pleasing set of micronarratives. Take, for example, the couple stalled on a sharp pitch just

below Little Haystack: he is standing atop the pitch, reaching down and offering advice on foot

placement; she is worrying aloud about falling, and the soft expanse of her calf suggests she

may have climbed already above her fitness. I wait for a minute below this bottleneck as he

cajoles and she worries, clearing finally the last long step up. Both are carrying overnight

packs; time surely will stretch out over this day, these days. I wonder about backpacking as

relational litmus test.I stop atop Little Haystack to compare cloud notes with an overnight hiker

who already has his rainproof pack cover on. As we talk I note that his speech comes one word

at a time, and I ask if he’s been “out” long. “Yes, three weeks,” he says and then rests from that

wordy exertion. We agree that the western cloud deck is moving this way, albeit at the pace of

his speech. “Any thunder?” I ask. “No,” he says, “not yet.”I set out north at a good clip, perhaps

a little more than two miles per hour, reveling in the easy footing and my sense of rising

effortlessly; I am one part sky-creature, looking down with the long view of a raptor. What are

all the little people doing in their various valleys today? Altitude is a sort of exceptionalism; I am

heady with height.On Lincoln’s summit, I meet a French Canadian with an overnight pack; he’s

headed south for Liberty Spring. “Rain coming, yes,” he says, his strong accent raising the

vowels of “rain” toward a long e. “By zen I will be in my tent reading my book, yes?” he says. He

smiles; a silver tooth winks. “You go up zere?” he asks, nodding north. I try to read his amused

smile and get mild skepticism. This makes me think: in the Whites, male French Canadians are

legendary for their moments of bravado and folly, getting lost or injured with a frequency that

sets search and rescue tongues and heads wagging. Should I be swimming against a French

Canadian current?I measure the mile ahead, with its dip and then rise up Lafayette: it’s all open

ridge. I scan the storm to my west: it’s filled in and its fringe of rain is now a trailing curtain.

Thunder, absent from discussion till now, punctuates my thinking. Surely this is the point where

accumulated weather wisdom and common sense turn me around, sending me south toward

the sheltering trees and off the ridge. Surely.Not so much. Along the ridge to the north, I can

see at least fifteen people still climbing, including what appears to be a camp group of eight

ducklings vanishing into the cloud a few hundred yards up from the small saddle beneath

Lafayette. I join them, waving goodbye to my French Canadian canary, setting out with quick

steps. The lure of going up is stronger than thought. On over Lincoln. “I can be on top of

Lafayette in twenty minutes,” I say to the clouds to my left; they rumble.It takes the advent of

rain, continued cloud grumbling, and a final sharp report of thunder for me to reassess. I’m

near the saddle between the peaks and it’s as dark as it was when I awoke this morning.

“Whoa,” I say, my long habit of self-address intact, “Whoa.” The cloud answers. I can’t see its

limits; it is the whole sky.>A moment for some mountain thunderstorm basics: compress all the

advice available, some of it contradictory or vague, and you get this—don’t be attractive. Here,

we might channel the ancient Greeks, who had enough experience with lightning on their

mountainous peninsula to attribute it to their pantheon’s big guy, Zeus. Just as it wasn’t a

happiness to be too beautiful, thereby drawing Zeus’s eye and lust, it also didn’t pay to be

prominent, especially if your prominence contained a whiff of arrogance. The gods, and Zeus in

particular, were alert for humans who aspired to join or even replace them. We belonged down

here; the gods belonged up there. And when you think about it, isn’t ascension part of what



we’re after when we climb, when we traipse along the bony ridge that bears us up into the sky?

Prominence, being the tallest or near the tallest object in an area, draws lightning’s eye, and

when that eye turns your way, the best advice is to get small. Get down off the ridgeline; stay

away from taller trees or rocks; leave your metal poles where you can find them later. Then, in

humble fashion, crouch down with your feet together in the egg of “lightning position” and wait

out the storm. If your pack’s not a metal frame one, it’s also a good idea to crouch on it, thereby

insulating yourself from the ground. What about that favorite shelter along a rocky ridge, the

cave or dry space under an overhang? Not a good idea. Zeus’s high heat striking the rock

above such a cave can get conducted there efficiently; the cave can become a microwave

oven, and you can become a toasted offering.>“Get small,” flashes repeatedly in my mind, and

I consider the saddle a hundred feet below. A thick scrub crawls to it from the east, and I know

there’s no threading my way through it and down; going down to the west is a dicey plunge into

Walker Ravine and toward the storm’s face on rain-slicked slab and loose scree. The cloud,

though everywhere, seems slow, its main action still a few miles west. I turn back, poles

clicking out a quick cadence, my heart rate jumping to max, and begin the race back up

Lincoln. Once over its top, I will look for my place to get small.The next fifteen minutes seem a

dreamscape made odder still by the contrast between my urgency and the placid faces I pass

on my way south. I scoot by a couple on an exposed hump of rock; they are putting on rain

gear in a deliberate manner. Below the hump, I find a man sitting under an overhang and

smiling. “Plenty of room in here,” he says patting the stone bench. “Not the greatest place for a

lightning storm,” I say, and his reply is lost in the quick distance between us. Everyone seems

to have gone stoic, planning to plod or sit through this storm, I think, as I run over Lincoln,

which is, I guess, another sort of Greek response to the situation.Everyone, that is, except for a

red rain slicker moving rapidly down in front of me, though I am gaining on it. I am, I reflect as I

gauge the many landings of my descent, the fastest human on this ridge and, given my age,

that’s borderline funny. I catch the slicker, step out over some stones to pass and, as I drop

away, I hear, “Not so good up zere, eh?”A mile into my flight, I reach some scrub with an

opening and a hint of path heading east and down. I thread my way fifty yards in, leaving my

poles leaning against a dwarf spruce partway down, and in a little clearing I put on a jacket,

squat down, and let the baptism of rain and roar pour over me. The wind whirls over the ridge

from the west, and I cool quickly, but here among the little trees, I am a little man, too puny, I

hope, for the eye of god.PostscriptThe storm blew over, with five or six sharp shots of thunder

that boomed as if I were in some cloudatorium with surround-sound speakers set on high.

Then the sun returned, and I dried myself on a flat rock, watching the storm cell’s backside as

it obscured the Hancocks and its wispy hangers-on flew over my head and down the slope,

wind made visible. And—you knew this—I then went back up the ridge, reaching Lafayette’s

summit in a thunderless rain before dropping down its western face to a sunny sojourn on

Greenleaf Hut’s porch, a sort of halfway house to the world below. Then back to the valley and

its everyday life.The Franconia Ridge, just after the thunderstorm. Photo by author.No one got

zapped along the ridge that day. Perhaps they prayed. Perhaps Zeus, an ADHD sort of god for

sure, was distracted. But surely many were courting the sort of electric attention that no one

wants. And surely a few wondered at the white-haired guy who passed them tearing along the

ridge as if pursued, gone by in a breath.And OnReaders and writers seek out such stories. We

tell and retell them to our friends, sometimes even to those we’ve only recently met. Probably

that’s some of why you’ve begun this book. But I hope there’s further reason: I am drawn

equally to the stories and motivations of those who put down their usual lives and go out and

up to find and rescue us when we fall or falter. Had I been zapped and survived on that August



day, or fallen in my flight, I’d have needed tending and likely a hauling out. Who would have

done that? Who are these rescuers, and what do they hope for when they search for and

rescue us?As part of my long affiliation with the Appalachian Mountain Club’s semiannual

Appalachia Journal, I’ve read story after story that has come down from the White Mountains—

climbers stilled by storm; children who’ve wandered off; walkers who’ve stumbled into fractured

bones. Ringed around these stories have been the rescuers, many of whom are now familiar to

me. Again and again I’ve read their names, a list of guides and conveyors back to the everyday,

saviors really. And slowly I’ve come to realize that, even as I’ve never joined a search and

rescue group, or been gathered back by one, I see my better self in these men and women

who would help us when we fall.This book gives voice to some of their stories.< 1 >WHERE

WE COME FROM- - - -Thinly Settled to Thickly SurroundedFor millennia, people have been

getting lost or getting hurt in the woods and hills. For the most part, getting found over those

millennia has been a local phenomenon: your family or your tribe checked the angle of the sun

and (you hoped) said, “Where’s Li, or Axatumel, or Zorba, or Son Loongoo, or Painted Stick, or

Bradford? Anyone seen him?” Then, (you hoped further), people set out to find you. It was a

roomy planet, and finding food and exploring—the two primary reasons for going out—often

took people into its vastness, where the way might be lost.That vast wild territory, though often

revered as a home to spirits, was just as often feared, and so avoided. Wilderness was said to

howl, and most people had an aversion to getting close to its teeth and claws. Topography’s

high points also housed ornery divinities, like Katahdin’s Pamola, said to be large, easily irked,

with eagle-like tendencies. Few who knew the legends wanted a piece of Pamola. And surely

the European culture that became dominant in northern New England through its early settlers

had little use for the heights. Not much of edible value grew or wandered there. Colonists were

too busy trying to coax a living from the immediate, bony lowlands and figuring out their

relations with natives and each other to seek out added difficulty by going uphill. Such a drive

to climb would have to wait until the idea of recreation took root.For most of us, “recreation” is

another word for play, which serves as a counter to work. Various religions also admit and

enforce the idea of a break from work’s routine to worship or contemplate the god or spirit said

to be at the center of creation. The Judeo-Christian God famously rested on the seventh day

after the exertions of all that creation. All creation and no recreation makes Yahweh a dull god,

after all. And surely the idea that spirit and understanding are often found at some distance

from the humdrum of work is also found in Buddhism and Hinduism, while Muslims are asked

to break from whatever they are doing to pray five times a day. Beyond these usual breaks,

there are other stretches of time when routines change: Passover, Christmas, Ramadan, to

name a few. Still, finding such time free from work can be tough when survival is a daily

struggle. Some breathing room, some surplus of necessities, some unspoken-for times are

needed before recreation arrives as part of a culture. But once those are found, recreation

takes hold deeply.The word “recreation” provokes. It contains, of course, the idea of origin, and

it also offers a whiff of hubris: the original won’t quite suffice, so let’s try again; let’s re-create

our lives. That charge may account for the seriousness with which some of us pursue our play,

even to the point of courting deep trouble or death in the mountains. It’s not unusual to hear

someone say, “I am most alive when I climb,” or, “when I’m out there.” When such seekers get

lost or hurt, that is where we look for them. Out there.In New England, outdoor recreation,

especially wandering and climbing in the uplands, began to draw people from the towns and

cities in the early nineteenth century. The idea had migrated, like many of us, from Europe,

where the 1786 first ascent of the continent’s highest peak, Mont Blanc, is often cited as the

advent of recreational climbing. By 1830, the mix of leisure time with an outward and upward



gaze had New Englanders looking at the White Mountains and other northeastern ranges with

new eyes. It wasn’t long before a significant number of people were following that gaze up into

a seemingly limitless wild of rock, sky and wind. What was once seen as “daunting and terrible”

began to entice people toward exploration and discovery, of terrain and of self.Over the last two

centuries, our growing numbers have shrunk both the planet and region. A 2008 search for the

spot most remote from a road in the lower forty-eight states found it to be a mere twenty miles

removed. In the Whites, that figure drops to around four miles, and those four miles are likely to

be crisscrossed with trails bearing other walkers. Yet there is still ample room to go missing.

And if you do fail to return, or vanish, someone is likely to set out to find you.But the people

who set out to look for you and the manner of their search have changed dramatically from the

outset of mountain wandering for pleasure. Wilderness has come under the wing of

government agencies, and volunteer search and rescue groups have organized themselves in

hierarchies of certification. Mix in the advent of spot-on (or not) technology and flying

machines, and you have unprecedented capability for response to those who find themselves

in trouble in the wild. What this means for our behavior and what this means for the wild itself

are subjects I discuss in this book, as are the stories of those who go missing and, especially,

those who go after them.< 2 >FINDING KATE- - - -Searchers’ StoriesEvery so often, a story

emerges, comes down from the Whites, and sets everyone to talking . . . and speculating. In

the valleys and across various platforms, the story gets told and retold, and where it intersects

with personal stories—“I was just there last week”—it broadens and deepens. It becomes,

finally, metaphor for much. So it was in February 2015, when Kate Matrosova went up into the

northern Whites and did not return.Usually, such a story appears as personal tragedy, with its

center being a narrative of loss for the victim and her relations. As readers, we learn a lot about

the steps that carried the person into trouble. Far less often, we find another view of the same

story, told from the points of view of some of those who have gone out looking for that person.

And yet, in learning their stories and hearing their voices, we can gain a fuller sense of both

the story and of our humanity. Perhaps, in casting back to February 15, 2015, we can penetrate

a bit into that so-cold night and the wind-wracked morning that followed, and perhaps we can

see a bit more into what it’s like to seek . . . and not find. And then to find, finally, what’s feared,

what’s lost. Perhaps then we can see also into the heart of search and rescue, which is lodged

finally in the hearts of its people. When the ringtone sounds, they will put down their lives and

come find you.The CallAt 8:30 p.m. on February 15, climber, guide, and Androscoggin Valley

Search and Rescue (AVSAR) veteran Matt Bowman and his wife Jenna, also a climber, were

sitting by the fire. “It was a school night; the kids were in bed,” he recalled. When his phone

buzzed, Bowman glanced at the screen and saw the incoming call was from AVSAR, where he

is a member of the Winter Above Tree Line Team. Outside, the racketing wind and subzero

temperatures made this a memorable night, the year’s coldest. As he does with all AVSAR

summons, Bowman let the call go to voicemail “so I have the details on record.” Then, Bowman

retrieved the message and switched to speaker phone so he and Jenna could listen

together:“This is an AVSAR call,” said the recording. “This is Bill Arnold calling from AVSAR, at

about 8:30 p.m. on Sunday, February 15. We have an overdue hiker, who apparently has set off

her personal beacon somewhere on the north slope of either Mount Madison or Mount

Adams. . . . Fish and Game is having a hard time figuring that out. They have sent up a group

from Fish and Game and one from MRS to try to locate this woman, but they’re putting

together groups to go out tomorrow morning, Monday, to search for her. The plan is to meet at

Appalachia at 8:00 a.m. If you’re available, please give me a call.”Bowman’s recollection of the

next moment follows:Not that we could see it at 8:30 at night in February, but our house is



situated with a view of Madison and Adams. We see it every day, and I’m always pointing out

the peaks, changes in weather, and seasons to my kids. Anyway, I remember listening to the

wind outside. I recall listening to the message a couple of times, and Jenna and me looking at

each other. She usually asks if I want to go, or I’ll ask if she thinks (with business and kids) I

can go. From what I recall, Jenna just knew I was going. I called Bill to let him know I’d be there

at 8:00 a.m.Earlier that day, Bowman and his friend Dave Salisbury and Bowman’s nine-year-

old son had gone backcountry skiing. Bowman, a soft-spoken Gorham café owner and all-

around mountain sort keeps close tabs on the weather, and he knew extreme cold was on its

way. So he and his son dressed carefully and planned to stay down low. As the wind built

during the day, the roar above them grew more deep throated, and beneath a few gusts,

Bowman’s son looked to his dad for reassurance that the wind wouldn’t suddenly swoop down

and carry them away, that they were okay. Along the sheltered drainage of Avalanche Brook

near Pinkham Notch, they were okay. Even in that weather, it was a day to be out . . . for a

while.But up on the ridges, the wind and cold were writing another story. The rumbling sound

when a strong cold front blows in has often been likened to a freight train, and rightly so. But

there’s another sound, one more elemental, that such heavy wind calls up—that of a big wave.

Anyone who’s spent time at ocean’s edge when the storm-spawned large rollers arrive has

heard their long, turbulent growl, punctuated by explosive breaking roars and, involuntarily,

stepped back. Then, just as the sound thins a bit, making you think you might step forward for a

closer look, another wave arrives. The din is constant and serial, the very air choked with spray.

Just so the pour of arctic air during a front like that of February 15. When it arrived, it brought

huge breaking waves of wind.At 5:00 a.m. that day, when New York City resident and aspiring

mountaineer Kate Matrosova climbed away from the Appalachia parking lot, headed first for

the summit of Mount Madison and then on over Mounts Adams, Jefferson, Clay, and

Washington, the wind was light and the cold usual. Nearby Mount Washington, routinely the

windiest of White Mountain places, had a thirty-five-mile-per-hour wind and "�4°F temperature at

4:49 a.m. Yes, the big wind was on its way. The forecasts were clear about the extremes in the

offing, and she had read them. But those would happen later, and Matrosova was confident

that she could get up and down before the wind waves broke.Late that morning, Bowman and

his son wrapped up their skiing and went home to warm up and enjoy some indoor time. Up

high the wind and cold had begun to intensify, and Kate Matrosova found herself behind

schedule, down off Madison, with Adams above to the south, and the rest of her planned route

probably unreachable. Well dressed for mountain winter, but not carrying any overnight

equipment, she had some decisions to make.Her tragic story, with its reportage of her

decisions and speculation about those impossible to report, has been amply written (see, for

example, “Too Cold,” an essay about Matrosova’s tragedy in the winter 2015–16 edition of

Appalachia, and a January 2016 piece on New Hampshire Public Radio). But there is also this

less-chronicled narrative of the search for her that became finally a recovery. To know this

search, we must first know a little more about the woman that searchers hoped to find and the

terrain where she went missing.When BNP Parisbas trader Kate Matrosova froze to death near

Star Lake between Mounts Madison and Adams sometime on February 15 or 16, 2015, it was

all over the news; its starkness drew the eye, engaged the heart. At age thirty-two, she was, by

all reports, mountain experienced, though that experience was concentrated within the

previous few years, and she was fit and equipped for winter that day. But not, it turned out, for

what blew through the Whites during her final forty-eight hours. Can one be “equipped” for

winds near eighty miles per hour and temperatures of "�30°F? The estimated wind chill on

nearby Washington had dropped to nearly "�80°F; the ground blizzard of snow must have been



impenetrable. A YouTube clip of searchers crossing the slopes of Mount Adams on February

16 shows two of them simply blown over like cutout figures at an amusement park shooting

gallery.Why, so many wondered, walk up into such extremes? All of us who press out into the

mountains’ elemental world know its lure. There, at distance from the channeled forces that

heat and light our houses and apartments, that drive our devices and their synthesized worlds,

we find our old selves brought forward from a million years of evolution, which is another name

for experience. “Are you experienced?” asked Jimi Hendrix in his short life. “Yes,” say our

ancient selves, “yes, we are.” Or we want to be.Twinned with this drive is our need for

recognition—from others, yes, but often most centrally from ourselves. In Western culture this

need often takes on a solo cast; we want to be seen and see ourselves as singular, as distinct

and distinctive, and achievement seems the best route. “Whoa,” we like to hear, “did you hear

that? Who is she? How did he do that?” It begins early in the home or on the playground and

rarely goes away. Who doesn’t want to be “badass,” if only for a short time?Mix in the

mountains, even the ground-down molars of our New England Appalachians, and the weather

they breed. For the past three hundred years, after our highlands shifted finally from being

home to the gods to being no one’s home at all, mountain-drawn folk have found a sort of

distinction there. First, there was the challenge of peaks unclimbed; once they’d been climbed,

it became routes deemed unclimbable or weather judged too severe. See, for example, the

media flurry around January 2015’s “free climb” of El Capitan’s Dawn Wall, the generally

acknowledged “hardest rock climb in the world.” Supported by years of practice and planning

and liberal rope-hauled supplies, Tommy Caldwell and Kevin Jorgeson’s exploit was filmed and

blogged and, yes, tweeted throughout its nineteen days. The climb drew long eyes—the thicket

of cameras in the meadow below pointed aloft like cannons. Can they do it? Will they break the

wall, or will it break them? Will they stay together? Will one fly and the other fall? Caldwell and

Jorgeson were “out there,” remarkable. They were climbing free of what holds the rest of us in

our chairs and jobs and various forms of predictable inertia.Before that, we riveted our

attention on and sometimes glorified the young Alexander Supertramp, aka Chris McCandless,

of Into the Wild fame. Until his mysterious death, he too wanted to “free climb” through life, defy

its gravity.That, I think, is part of the appeal. You pack up the little town that goes on your back;

you step from the lot where people park their cars and their usual lives; you slip between two

trees, free for some elemental time in this oldest world. You go up, where divinity once lived,

where your hoped-for new self can emerge.Kate Matrosova was part of that tribe. She would

go up—in a grueling daily training regimen on the steps of NYC buildings and to the summits of

Kilimanjaro, Elbrus, Aconcagua, and Denali. She hoped eventually to reach the summits of all

seven continents. Over the years that stretched ahead, who knows how many other mountains

she would have climbed? Ferociously fit and able to endure what many cannot, Matrosova was

in the first flush of a passion for the hills.As Chip Brown’s sharp-eyed April 2015 essay for

Bloomberg News makes clear, Matrosova’s capacity for passion drove her training—she

trained at levels most can’t reach—and kept leading up. Tragically, on those two February days,

her passion met weather more turbulent, more driven than it could master. But before we think

more about this unhappy meeting, we need to climb the essential details to it, to arrive at the

meeting of climber and storm.By the time she reached the Whites that weekend, Kate

Matrosova had already compressed a lifetime of movement into her thirty-two years. Born into

meager circumstances in Omsk, Siberia, she showed drive throughout her childhood and

gained entrance to Omsk State Transport University, where she studied finance. At age twenty,

Matrosova secured a student work visa and flew to the United States where, over the next

decade, she transformed herself into an astute financial analyst and remarkable athlete. With a



magna cum laude BA from DePaul University, where she studied finance, marketing, and

accounting, and a master’s from Berkeley in financial engineering, Matrosova climbed quickly

to levels of accomplishment most see only from a distance. Those she met and those she

worked with were drawn to her zest for life and awed by her abilities and drive. In his

Bloomberg article, Brown cited a research partner, Li Sun, a PhD physicist who now works for

Morgan Stanley: “[Kate] was an adventurer, but I don’t think she was a risk-seeker,” said Li.

“She wanted to know different things, achieve different things, get to different places. It wasn’t

about risk. It was about achievement.”And so, as part of her upward training, Matrosova and

her husband, Charlie Farhoodi, arrived in the winter Whites in mid-February. On the fifteenth,

she planned to climb over and through a northern Presidential traverse in alpine style—quick

and light over its four summits and sixteen miles, beginning on Mount Madison before dawn,

climbing then over Adams and Jefferson, and dropping down from Washington along the

Ammonoosuc Ravine Trail as dusk came on. It was an ambitious itinerary. In the face of an

extreme forecast, speed would be essential; Matrosova expected to be up and down before it

got too tough.Still, that day’s forecast continues to give many pause. Surely the nearby Mount

Washington Observatory was explicit in its predictions for punishing cold and wind, as were

other forecasters: the coming weather would be the toughest of an already notable winter.

Digesting the observatory forecast, the Mount Washington Avalanche Center’s snow ranger

Jeff Lane put it this way in his February 15 comment:Mount Washington will truly be putting on

a show today and tomorrow. Its well-earned reputation for harsh winter weather will be on

display, and I’d recommend taking a seat away from the action for this show. . . . Temperatures

will be falling today, reaching "�35°F ("�37°C) on the summit overnight. During this time, wind

speeds will be rising quickly up to the 100 mph (161 kph) mark, with gusts possibly reaching

125 mph (201 kph). These conditions are not to be taken lightly. I encourage you to be

judicious in your choice of adventure today. Even if your plan is to stay well below tree line

today, bring plenty of warm clothes and extra food and water.There is a measured, laconic

quality to Lane’s sentences, even as its figures are eye-catchingly extreme. But Lane, deeply

experienced, writes from the point of view of someone who has seen all of this before and

knows what to make of it.As veteran mountaineer and rescuer Rick Wilcox pointed out in an

interview after the tragedy, there are two ways to approach the mountains: heavy and slow or

light and fast. The first is a geared-up, full-pack style reminiscent of the siege method of early

high climbing. The second is a stripped-down, bare-essentials quickness close in spirit to trail

running. When fully equipped, you carry civilization’s core with you—shelter, fire in some form,

fuel, clothing—all in service of providing and protecting your elemental heat. The quick-footed

climber leaves some of those behind and so depends on not being stopped.Well below tree

line, Mount Madison’s Valley Way eases into the woods over gentle contours for its early mile,

and Matrosova must have made rapid headway from her 5:00 a.m. departure. After training on

stairs and in stairwells, at times with a sixty-pound pack, the liberation of real trails and light

weight must have felt grand. And the boot track of this usual way into the northern Presidentials

would have made for good walking.Matrosova was alone in two ways: she and her husband

had agreed he would stay in the valley and be the day’s driver. While Charlie Farhoodi enjoyed

“being drawn along in her wake,” he was not an aspiring mountaineer; that was her goal. In

addition, the day’s cold forecast made it unlikely that she’d meet others on these north-, or cold-

weather-facing slopes. Still, I’m guessing Matrosova did not feel lonely as she climbed. There is

a snug economy to being outfitted for and moving at the right speed through intense cold,

where the little engine of your body is kicking out heat and your layered clothes are managing

that heat efficiently. From such economy comes pleasure and confidence, a sort of mental fuel



and companionship of self.>For reasons unknown and unknowable, Matrosova’s ascent slowed

as the morning wore on and she summited Madison, then dropped down to the col between it

and Adams a little before 10:00 a.m. GPS records show that she later climbed another mile

from there to the top of Adams and then turned back into the gathering gale, returning, finally

and fatally, to a point near the col by Star Lake, where she pressed the button on her locator

beacon at 3:30 p.m.By the time Matrosova summoned help, the morning’s heat and confidence

had been drawn from her by the ceaseless cold and wind. It’s likely that these two administered

a final blow as she neared the col, where Mounts Madison and Adams rising above would

channel and accelerate that wind through a narrow gap. Androscoggin Valley Search and

Rescue team member and then Mount Washington State Park manager Mike Pelchat noted

that most of us don’t understand the effects of high winds on simple body motions because we

haven’t experienced them:It wasn’t a bad day [early on], but you could hear the wind beginning

to build like a freight train bringing in the cold air. The front came in really quickly, sooner than

forecast. One thing people often don’t understand is that every 10-mile-per-hour gain in wind

speed increases the force much more than 10 percent. When the winds are 80 or 90 or 100

miles an hour, you can’t walk or stay on your feet; you’re on your hands and knees waiting for a

lull. You can’t lift your goggles up; the wind blows your arms behind you. If the temperature is

20 below and a zipper breaks or you drop a glove, you can get into trouble quickly.

Hypothermia sneaks up on you, and you start making poor choices. (Chip Brown, “The Trader

in the Wild,” Bloomberg News, April 15, 2015)Take a look at the progression of the wind and

cold recorded on nearby Mount Washington: a steady decline in temperature as the morning

wears on, and a corresponding increase in wind speed as the day deepens. A 4:49 a.m.

reading of "�4°F with thirty-five mile-per-hour winds becomes a 3:51 p.m. reading of "�20°F, with

seventy-seven mile-per-hour winds.By 3:30 p.m. Matrosova was achingly close to the point

where the trail to the valley scoots through the col and then begins to descend toward the

shelter of the woods below. But the wind must have formed a wall she couldn’t walk or crawl

through. Add to that the effects of prolonged cold and oncoming hypothermia, which also robs

one of coordination, and you come to Matrosova’s final resting place.Searchers on the back

side of Mount Adams not far from where Kate Matrosova was found on February 16, 2015.

Photo by Matt Bowman.>Some twenty-four hours after skiing with his son, Matt Bowman was

bracing himself against hurricane-force winds and "�30°F temperatures near Star Lake and the

col between Mounts Madison and Adams. There, before him, was a strange sight, a shed pack.

Vision limited by goggles, Bowman endured a moment of confusion: had one of his nine fellow

rescuers dropped the pack? Then he looked over. Twenty feet away lay Kate Matrosova’s body.

Bowman felt the air go out of him.We Will Find YouThe phones began playing their ringtones

around 4:00 p.m. on the fifteenth. Some thirty minutes earlier a locator beacon had sent its

signal skyward from New Hampshire’s northern Presidential range, and these chirps, jingles,

and snatches of song were its spawn. “Not now,” must have been each phone owner’s silent

prayer. Outside, the light was fading in a day that had tumbled into some thermal abyss; the

valley temperatures huddled beneath zero, and the heavy wind probed every shelter. Up high,

a howling gale shoved the "�20°F temperature down to a "�80°F windchill; both were in free fall.

And according to the beacon’s signal, someone named Kate Matrosova was up there above

tree line and in trouble.In New Hampshire, when such a call comes in from the backcountry, it

goes to the state’s Fish and Game agency (NHFG), and within that agency, it’s the province of

the law enforcement division. NHFG conservation officers are responsible for conducting and

coordinating search and rescue (SAR), and, while such work isn’t the primary focus of a

conservation officer’s job, it is certainly a high-profile responsibility. And with the advent of easy



summons from various devices, it is now a more prevalent one.On the fifteenth, NHFG sgt.

Mark Ober received a call from the state police, in response to a 911 call they had received,

reporting the locator beacon’s being turned on. Ober’s standard ringtone played, just as he was

in nearby Twin Mountain wrapping up an investigation of a snowmobile accident. He switched

quickly to the calls demanded by this new emergency. He first phoned Matrosova’s husband,

Charlie Farhoodi, who had placed the 911 call after hearing from the U.S. Air Force Rescue

Coordination Center (AFRCC) at Tyndall Air Force Base in Panama City, Florida, that his wife’s

beacon had been activated. Farhoodi gave Ober a summary of his wife’s intended route, her

phone number, her preparedness, and her character. As Ober wrote in his incident summary,

“He [Farhoodi] said that she was a determined individual and would not activate her beacon

unless something was really wrong.”During a January 2016 conversation at Gorham’s White

Mountain Café, Ober recalled his first thoughts as he gathered information about Matrosova: “I

hoped it was a mistake, an incidental activation by chance, because I knew where [the signal]

was would be near impossible to get to today, tonight. I’ve had pretty good cell coverage there,

so I thought perhaps I could call and get in touch and find out.”But when he got no response to

his call, and as it became apparent that this was no mistaken activation, Ober began a

practiced routine. He now had a sketch of a climber crossing exposed terrain made fearsome

by the day’s gale and cold, and he had more calls to make, many more calls. When an NHFG

officer determines that a rescue may be needed, he can activate a whole network of

professionals and volunteers. The professionals are NHFG conservation officers, local fire and

police departments, and, at times, National Guardsmen and members of the Civil Air Patrol.

The volunteers come from a fullness of acronyms—AVSAR, MRS (Mountain Rescue Service),

PVSART (Pemigewasset Valley Search and Rescue Team), AMC, SOLO (Stonehearth

Outdoor Learning Opportunities), to name some. There is, in short, a lot of talent willing to

come to your aid if you encounter trouble in the White Mountains. But here’s the catch: that

talent is not in some display case at each trailhead, behind a note saying Break Glass in Case

of Emergency. Rescuers are instead dispersed throughout the region’s various towns and

hamlets. Or, if they are conservation officers, they may be attending to some other problem, as

Sgt. Ober was when called.When asked about the most challenging part of search and rescue,

Ober, who has conducted and coordinated his share, said, “It’s the calling. Getting a rescue

together takes a lot of calling. And that calling takes a lot of time.” Here we bump up against a

common frustration for all SAR folks: when a beacon goes off or a call for help comes in, the

person in need on the other end has been in touch instantly; his or her expectation of help

soars at what seems the near possibility of help. But then, as he or she settles in to wait and

time passes, hope may flag; life may be leaking away. Asked what he would most want the

public to know about search and rescue, AVSAR veteran Mike Cherim, who was part of the

team that found Kate Matrosova on the sixteenth, said via e-mail, “It takes a LONG time for

help to come. Be prepared to help yourself. Expecting or anticipating a timely rescue when the

need arises is foolhardy.” Instant connection does not mean immediate rescue.Of course,

everyone associated with SAR knows that time is often critical, and as a coldest night came in

on the fifteenth, Ober and those receiving his calls knew this was going to be true. They hurried

to respond. Ober paged fellow conservation officers Matt Holmes, Glen Lucas, and Bob

Mancini, all of whom were initially at work in places where they couldn’t call out. He checked

with the State Police Troop F dispatcher, who had been trying unsuccessfully to connect with

Matrosova’s cell and satellite phones, and asked for a call back immediately if the dispatcher

could give him a “ping” from either phone. Ober’s next call went to the top of NHFG command’s

chain, Colonel Martin Garabedian, who would make the final decision about search efforts that



night. Advised of all Ober knew, including the last known beacon ping, Garabedian, himself a

veteran of many searches, said, “We have to try. Let’s see if we can go get her.” Ober went

back to the phone.The next call went to Rick Wilcox, president of Mountain Rescue Service.

Wilcox, a veteran of Everest and other Himalayan climbs, is also a longtime leader in White

Mountain climbing culture, and in 1976, he became the first (and, until winter 2016, only)

president of MRS. When the slant of terrain or exposure to above tree line and other extremes

complicates a search or rescue, MRS gets the call. As Ober said to me, “We defer to MRS in

situations like this, more than some people think. We ask for their advice and opinions on the

safest way to conduct a rescue that is a life-or-death situation. They are the technical experts

and are above tree line in the winter way more than we are.” Wilcox began his own set of calls,

and as he did, Ober set up his command post at the Appalachia trailhead Matrosova had left

twelve hours earlier. There, he noted, “the wind was gusting, and I showed a temperature of "�10

degrees.” On top of nearby Washington, it was now "�37°F, with wind gusts topping a hundred

miles per hour.While waiting for callbacks and results, Ober “made and received a steady flow

of calls.” Someone hovering over the northern Whites might have detected a convergence of

lights from all directions, homing in on Ober’s lone light in the Appalachia parking lot. Perhaps,

hoped Ober, another lone light was struggling toward that lot from high above in the col near

Star Lake, site of the first beacon signal. He had reason for hope: a 5:00 p.m. update from

AFRCC gave a new beacon location that Ober plotted as six-tenths of a mile northeast of the

first signal, between the Watson Path and the Valley Way. Off trail and in thick snow, yes, but

perhaps Matrosova was slowly making her way toward them.Up into the MaelstromAt 6:30

p.m., the three conservation officers, Matt Holmes, Glen Lucas, and Bob Mancini, climbed up

the Valley Way. Mancini’s GPS held the coordinates of the 5:00 p.m. beacon signal, and the

three COs had instructions to go up to the point on the trail closest to those coordinates, and

then wait for the MRS team that would soon follow. The three COs also had “explicit directions

to take no unnecessary risks, and if they felt their lives were in danger, to turn around.” From

those first steps toward Kate Matrosova, the COs were in charge of their own safety, and

indeed, in midclimb, Lucas began to feel ill, and he turned back. Such a decision is both

difficult and essential. Rescuer safety must come first, and incident commanders worry

constantly about rescuers who are out there.That worry also explains the decision that the COs

would await the MRS team before anyone tried to thread the off-trail woods to the beacon

signal coordinates. As is often common on popular trails in winter, the Valley Way was packed

out by previous hikers, but on either side of the trail, the snow was deep and unconsolidated.

As part of her plan to travel fast and light, Matrosova had not taken snowshoes. Searchers

carried and would need snowshoes to go off-trail to look for her. Searching off-trail in rough,

steep, snow-masked terrain holds many risks, and those risks were multiplied by darkness and

the extreme weather. There would be no buffer of safety in two; there would be some in six.A

little after 7:30 p.m. the four-person MRS team—Geoff Wilson, Scott Lee, Steve Larson, and

Steve Dupuis (team leader, and, as of winter 2016, MRS president)—was ready to go. But at

this point, an updated beacon signal complicated the rescue: its coordinates now placed the

beacon in the middle of King Ravine, over a half-mile northwest of the second signal, and an

even greater span when one looked at the precipitous slopes someone would have to navigate

to get there from either of the first two beacon signals. Also, King Ravine held dangerous

avalanche risks, which could not be assessed at night, and Ober and Dupuis agreed that no

one was going in there. Ober’s confidence that Matrosova was moving their way was shaken.

Still, the second position seemed the closest, most logical bet, and the MRS team aimed up at

their meeting with the COs. If hit number two didn’t pan out, perhaps the team could go on to



the first beacon hit.The MRS rescuers climbed as quickly as they could while still managing

body temperature to minimize sweating. In extreme cold, sweat can be lethal, its cooling

qualities taking hold when a climber stops, so they tried to be both prudent and hurried. Around

11:30 p.m. MRS rescuers joined the two COs at the site on the Valley Way from which they

would launch their search of the second beacon-signal location. COs Mancini and Holmes,

already cold from their wait, would stay at the site on the trail and provide backup support for

the MRS team. Dupuis recalled some of what they hoped for:The initial plan was to go to the

[second beacon] waypoint, which was just below the Pine Link, roughly at tree line. My thought

was to get there and search the area in a grid out 60 meters from that spot, and hopefully find

her. If not, then we’d reevaluate the weather, our team, and see if we could go on to the next

[first beacon] location at Star Lake. Honestly, I had very little confidence that we would be able

to venture much above tree line that night with the forecast. The wind was steady in the ninety-

plus mile-per-hour range and temps were off my thermometer, well below "�25°F when we were

at the first waypoint; and I could hear the “freight train” just above us, actually the loudest roar I

have ever heard. It was after midnight.While this first search was unfolding near tree line, Ober

was still working his phone in the parking lot. He called Wilcox again, asking for a second MRS

team to carry a litter up in support of the rescuers; he stayed in constant touch with the teams

on the mountain; he called the Civil Air Patrol to see if they had aircraft that could fly over and

try to pinpoint the locator beacon. Then he turned to the possibilities of the morning, calling Bill

Arnold at AVSAR, asking for a team on standby. If the teams up high didn’t find Matrosova,

Ober knew they’d need new teams ready to try again at first light. Meanwhile, the temperature

at the Mount Washington Observatory continued its free fall.All the while, technological

complexity morphed into perplexity: at 8:39 p.m. AFRCC reported the beacon in the Great Gulf

Wilderness near the Osgood Trail (over a mile southeast from the King Ravine hit); at 9:26 p.m.

AFRCC showed this same location; then, at 10:19 p.m. AFRCC reported the beacon back in

King Ravine. Later, after the searchers had retreated from the mountain, Ober got a 6:00 a.m.

update saying that a series of beacon hits at 2:17 a.m., 3:42 a.m., 4:35 a.m., and 5:27 a.m.

had given a consistent reading of coordinates. Frustratingly for Ober and everyone else, these

coordinates matched the first set that had placed Matrosova near Star Lake late the prior

afternoon.>Here is a moment of cautionary pause. Many of us now devise a net of knowing

and safety with our devices; precise marking of location seems, at times, a miracle brought to

us by an unseen but all-seeing satellite eye above. But before we assign our devices a divine

infallibility, it’s good to consider how and when they may err. As use of locator technology has

grown more prevalent in the Whites, so too have stories of its sometimes wild variability. Not

long ago, I recall writing up a rescue on Madison (Appalachia, Summer 2014), not far from

where Matrosova’s story unfolded: an October cold front blew in with hurricane force winds and

dropping temperatures, trapping a Vermont couple, who sheltered in sleeping bags and

wrapped themselves in a tent behind rocks above tree line. They called for help, and when

rescuers checked the coordinates of the ping from their phone, the numbers placed them over

in King Ravine. Fortunately for everyone, the couple knew the names of the trails they’d

walked, and knew that they were on the Pine Link near Madison Spring and not in the ravine;

rescuers climbed right to them instead of chasing a ping into absence.Specifically, the ACR

ResQLink locator beacon Matrosova carried is characterized as, “small and mighty, the

ResQLink+, a buoyant, GPS-enabled rescue beacon designed for anglers, pilots and

backcountry adventurers.” ARTEX, the outfit that makes this beacon, has, of course, a

“Survivors Club,” which you can tap into on their website; there you can find stories from those

rescued at their broadcast coordinates. You can even see photos of all the survivors. It’s a very



effective collage of people still alive.For the most part, my research suggests that much of this

hype is true, that much of the time, this is a “small and mighty” device that is spot on. But then

there is the variability that Sgt. Ober experienced as he received multiple coordinates in the

extreme weather during which Kate Matrosova perished.In the aftermath of the search, NHFG

and the Civil Air Patrol (CAP) conducted some tests to better understand this variability. NHFG

lt. Wayne Saunders explained to me that when CAP flew a plane over the same model beacon

Matrosova carried, it got an accurate location as long as the beacon and antenna were upright.

When, however, they placed the beacon on its side, as it was when Matrosova was found, the

locations transmitted varied. And of course violent weather could easily affect how one deploys

a beacon. Saunders also said that this review by both agencies had helped AFRCC gain a

better sense for being able to offer a best probability when receiving beacon hits that show a

number of possible locations.All of this is no reason to eschew responsible use of such

beacons. It’s simply a reminder that we cannot always be located and plucked reliably from

trouble by the eyes that look down on us.>Back on the mountain, MRS 1 reached the two COs

at 11:30 p.m., and after a consult, the four MRS rescuers forged through the scrub and snow

toward the second set of coordinates, where they didn’t find Matrosova or any sign of her. Now

what? Dupuis looked back at the moment: “My biggest concern about going any higher was not

being able to return to tree line, as the wind would then be in our faces. Also, the cold was

really sapping our energy at that point. We were in snow at times waist deep and other times

fighting through thick scrub which grabbed us at every step. As a team [after not finding

Matrosova near the coordinates] we had a quick huddle and decided it was time to go

down.”MRS 2 (Bayard Russell, Max Lurie, Nick Aiello, and Janet Wilkerson) had started up

with the litter at 10:53 p.m., and by 1:00 a.m. they were 2.5 miles up the trail, where they

stashed the litter for possible later use. MRS 1 was then working its way back to the trail. Ober

and his three teams agreed by radio that it was time for everyone to come out: MRS 2 got back

at 2:00 a.m.; COs Holmes and Mancini got there at 2:18 a.m.; MRS 1 reached Appalachia at

3:00 a.m. “You could see they were all exhausted. Their neck warmers and faces were crusted

with ice. They looked like zombies,” recalled Ober. After debriefing with Ober, they all left to get

some rest. Ober then drove to a series of trailheads where Matrosova just might appear if she

had made it down off the ridge into the Great Gulf, a slim hope, but one worth checking.

Finding no sign of recent activity at those points, he “returned to Appalachia and maintained

the command post.”A Brief Compendium on ColdIt’s hard to describe the kind of cold rescuers

found and endured during this search; to do so, you would have to go, literally, to the ends of

the earth. Even as most of us have felt really cold at times, it is also hard to describe deep

cold’s effects. Words simply can’t capture the way cold skews then stills life. But by pausing

here for brief meditation, we at least genuflect in the direction of winter’s lethal element.In an e-

mail, MRS 2 climber Janet Wilkerson recalled that night’s cold:I remember the dark, cold,

windy parking lot, getting our team packed up and the litter prepped (the role of our team was

to follow the lead teams with a litter in case she was found that night). Her husband

approached us. He was gentle and kind and appreciative of our being there. I was surprised he

didn’t seem more panicked. I started the hike with my warmest gloves and outermost puffy

jacket layer on, and thirty minutes up the trail I was still not warm enough to de-layer, despite

having a forty-plus-pound pack on and hiking uphill at a good clip with the team. That was

surprising and showed just how cold it was. And when we took brief breaks to switch out the

litter hauler, get a drink, or check in with the radio, my fingers, even in large gloves, were cold

within moments.Dupuis added this:I thought about the cold and wind, and how to be sure I

would not get frostbite. I double-checked my gear so as to not forget anything. I had been out



guiding on the previous two days (Friday up the Valley Way up to Madison Hut, and Saturday to

the summit of Mount Washington) so my stuff was a bit scattered and drying out. I thought that

there was absolutely NO room for any mistakes of any kind that night. I thought about all the

possible exits off of Adams out of the wind and how I would handle it if I was in her shoes. And

I said a prayer asking God for protection through that night, and the strength to get there and

BACK.Cold works on us from the outside in. First our extremities—fingers, toes, nose—feel its

bite, then, as cold takes hold, not much at all. Our body, ever alert to threat, pools its warmth at

our core, where vital organs are. Our brain, working best when well bathed by blood, gets its

share too, at least at first. But trouble can begin easily at the ends of fingers and toes, where

fine motor skills and motion can suffer. We drop things, can’t grip them; we slow down. Cold

then conspires to make us stupid. The body, intent on its core, thins the brain’s ration. We

decide slowly, wrongly, not at all. What looks simple to the warm observer may be a chalkboard

full of physics to the cold person. Then the wind blows in, the chalk dust flies, and even the

board is a blank. Hypothermia literature is full of odd decisions and absence of decisions. It is,

for example, not uncommon to find a hypothermia victim partially undressed in response to the

delusion of being hot. Cold, finally, undoes reality.When thinking of that cold, we recall Matt

Bowman’s son’s instinctive worry about wind, cold’s conveyor, and we recall Steve Dupuis’s

earlier comment that, as they tried to reach Matrosova’s coordinates, “the cold was really

sapping us.” And perhaps we recall our own moments, when cold made it impossible to

manipulate a zipper, tie a lace, or even press a button. As the blood withdraws from our limbs

and head to protect the body’s core, soon there’s not much left of the capability and expression

we call life.Day Two: Up and then DownAs the early morning light found Sgt. Ober still in the

Appalachia parking lot, the cold had only intensified. Light often heralds a lifting of spirit, but,

looking up, Ober could find little to be optimistic about. The recent beacon signals had

collected back near Star Lake and, if Matrosova were there, Ober saw little hope that she could

have weathered such a night, or the day that was howling overhead now. Still, possibility

prodded: there was a rescue to continue.Ober’s relief would be Lt. Wayne Saunders. When

they met at Appalachia at 7:00 a.m., the two decided to move the command post to the

Randolph Fire Station. The parking lot was simply too cold to muster the various teams. Ober

gave Saunders and his partner, Lt. Goss, all of the beacon coordinates and a summary of the

night’s actions. With the beacon hits located on a map, they planned the day’s searches. Four

teams were assembling; three would go to the more likely coordinates, while the fourth would

be held in reserve to support any one of the three search teams, or to respond to any new

hope.
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ji sun yoon, “Those expecting a romanticized thriller in the wilderness could be disappointed, or

like me. Sandy struck a delicate balance between rescue stories versus personal anecdotes,

policies behind establishments versus spirituality behind volunteerism. Those expecting a

romanticized thriller in the wilderness could be disappointed, or like me, find the book equally

captivating with the diverse vintage points into the search and rescue community within White

Mountains being introduced throughout the book. As a novice lacking much outdoor

experience, I got an intimate view into an unfamiliar world, but at the same time also could

relate to the various dilemma faced by those seeking recreation, those making the rescues,

and those writing the policies.”

J. R. StCyr, “A Must Read If You Hike In The Whites And Great Read Regardless. This book

details rescues that have taken place within the White Mountains of New Hampshire. For

those active in, what's for me, the local hiking community a lot of the names will be familiar.

The author presents the rescues in a factual fashion with personal anecdotes and commentary

interspersed to good effect.  I found it to be a good read.”

Carefree in Tennessee, “How S&R Works in the Whites and Where it Came From. This is a

very well written book that tells the story of how Search and Rescue originated and developed

in the White Mountains and how it works in the present. Lots of good info delivered in a very

interesting style.  The many individual rescue stories help make it easy to read.”

John Drew, “Your time on trails anywhere will be enriched by "Critical Hours.". A really good

read that combines stirring stories of White Mountain rescues, their history, and intimate

knowledge of the area and its people. I appreciated all the ways Stott asks us to consider who

we are and what we are doing when we head into the wilderness. A bonus was description of

the Hike Safe program and detailed packing lists for hiking. There's a lot to savor here.”

Michael Sullivan, “Rescue. Excellent”

JoDee, “Five Stars. Gives great insight into the back end of the SAR teams in NH. Very

informative read.”

nancy, “History as well as interesting information about White Mountain hiking and rescues..

When you have hiked many of these trails (not in the winter in my case) it is even a more

interesting read and you can understand the possibility of the dangers that can occur.”

The book by Sandy Stott has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 68 people have provided feedback.
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